29 November 2018

Mr. Harry Barber, Acting Monument Manager
Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument
669 S Hwy 89A
Kanab, UT 84741


Dear Mr. Barber:

When President Clinton established Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument (hereafter “GSENM” or the “Monument”) in 1996, using his authority under the Antiquities Act of 1906, the notion of nighttime darkness as a resource eligible for protection did not yet exist among conservation professionals. The text of his proclamation does not explicitly mention darkness, night skies, or views of the heavens, but his words imply a duty to care for all of the wild and natural aspects of the Monument: “this unspoiled natural area remains a frontier, a quality that greatly enhances the monument's value for scientific study.”

In the Draft Resource Management Plans and Environmental Impact Statement (RMPs/EIS), findings of fact attest to the exceptional qualities of the Monument's night sky, owing to the relative isolation its wilderness character imparts. "The night skies over 90 percent of the Planning Area qualify under the descriptive term ‘pristine,’” while "only 30.4 percent of the land area of the United States experiences this degree of natural darkness on a regular basis, much of which is in the state of Alaska." In fact, of the Monument's original 1.7 million acres, a 2016 inventory found "that fewer than 30 fixed artificial light sources exist in the Planning Area." Truly, the pristine night skies in the Planning Argument are rare.

While “the Planning Area is surrounded by areas with designations protecting night skies at a variety of scales,” resource extraction and other activities on and adjacent to neighboring public lands are accelerating. Despite its ‘pristine’ nature, the natural darkness within GSENM is not impervious to harm from the deployment of artificial light at night (ALAN), whether on or beyond the Monument's lands. Darkness, and dark night skies, are an especially fragile resource; like air and water pollution, light pollution does not respect any boundaries or borders. Only conscientious preservation of nighttime darkness can save it, and GSNEM is arguably one of the naturally darkest remaining places in the lower 48 U.S. states.

Beyond the aesthetic value of dark night skies from a visual resource management perspective,
there are distinct environmental and rural economic development benefits associated with the conservation of natural darkness. ALAN emission into the nocturnal environment has been identified as a threat to a host of organisms, including plants, mammals, birds, and insect pollinators of food crops. These effects of ALAN potentially involve responses in humans as well. Through astrotourism, a sustainable form of tourism that serves visitors seeking authentic night-sky experiences, upward of $2 billion of new revenue may be realized on the Colorado Plateau by the mid-2020s.

Dark skies are a visual resource of the Monument and the nighttime complement to the Monument’s spectacular daytime vistas. These views are best defined as Visual Resource Management Class I ("preserves the existing landscape character while allowing very limited management activities") assets. Maintaining the pristine character of the Monument’s night skies intact, therefore, requires an aggressive approach that does not simply expect retention of natural nighttime darkness as a collateral benefit of other Congressionally-mandated resource protection activities. Indeed, dark skies falls under no specific directive from Congress, or of the Department of the Interior. The lack of a requirement to actively manage the resource therefore often comes into conflict with the goal shared by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and other federal land management agency to fairly administer multiple uses of federal lands.

The Draft RMPs/EIS considers four options for future management of GSENM (hereafter “Alternatives” A, B, C and D) in order to resolve resource conflicts. In evaluating the potential impacts of each scenario on night skies, BLM made a number of assumptions, including that "an increase in management associated with the emittance of artificial light activities (e.g., transportation networks, mining and recreation facilities) would increase the level of light pollution in the Planning Area." It identified "the degree of use restrictions on minerals development, the availability of areas for issuance of new ROW and renewable energy permits, creation of facilities and infrastructure for OHV use and recreation, and the extent and management of special designations" as among the contributions that increase light pollution and degradation of night skies, and found that "the potential for development in certain portions of the Planning Area could increase light sources and associated light pollution that degrade dark night skies for viewers in adjacent lands." 

In consideration of the above, we strongly urge BLM to adopt Alternative B in the resulting final Resource Management Plans and Environmental Impact Statement. We reach this conclusion for several reasons.

1. Alternative B allocates the largest amount of acreage to VRM Class I. This is crucial for the long-term protection of the natural nighttime environment in the Monument.

2. Alternative B also limits the activities on the Monument more than any other alternative.
All the others have the greatest potential to diminish natural nighttime darkness "through surface disturbance, changes in vegetation, allowance of infrastructure or facilities development, or inadvertent creation of light pollution.\textsuperscript{16n}

3. Only Alternative B would enable the eligibility of GSENM for accreditation as an International Dark-Sky Association (IDA) International Dark Sky Sanctuary. The other Alternatives include allowed land uses that would bring unacceptable levels of artificial light at night and significantly impact the quality of night skies over the Monument\textsuperscript{17}.

We realize that the BLM’s preferred management scenario is Alternative D. \textbf{We argue specifically against adoption of the preferred Alternative (D) for the following reasons:}

1. Alternative D "emphasizes resource uses and reduces constraints while ensuring the proper care and management of monument objects and maintaining compliance with existing laws and regulations designed to protect physical, biological, cultural, and visual resources. ... Compared to other alternatives, Alternative D conserves the least land area for physical, biological, and cultural resources.\textsuperscript{18n}

2. Therefore, "Alternative D would increase the potential for impacts on visual resources and dark night skies compared to the other alternatives.\textsuperscript{19n}

3. “In KEPA, Alternative D would increase the potential for dark night sky pollution compared to the other alternatives, followed by alternatives C, A, and B, respectively. Alternative D contains the fewest special designations and restrictions on resource uses that could increase light pollution in KEPA.\textsuperscript{20n}

4. Dark skies and natural nighttime darkness have no specific federal legal protection, so Alternative B really is the only viable option for protection of dark skies. Otherwise, in permitting activities on the monument, dark skies will always lose under every other alternative.

5. The approach of Alternative D is simply not strong enough: "Implement BMPs in coordination with stakeholders to eliminate or minimize light pollution.\textsuperscript{21n} Under Alternative D, protection of night skies and natural nighttime darkness isn’t a conservation mandate, but rather an afterthought.

We appreciate that proposed Alternatives "include an implementation-level decision to inventory and monitor night skies and natural soundscapes in partnership with local communities, universities, and other stakeholders,\textsuperscript{22n} and we will make ourselves available to assist the Monument in this activity in any capacity. However, it is somewhat contradictory that each alternative “include[s] an implementation-level decision to develop interpretive materials and programs to educate and
engage the public about night sky, scenic, and natural soundscape resources in the Planning Area," whereas some alternatives (A, C, and D) lack specific protections for the resource about which the plan aims to raise public awareness.

There are few opportunities remaining in the U.S., outside of Alaska, to secure the protection of vast swaths of federal lands for the integrity of their dark night skies. The remoteness and undeveloped nature of GSENMM are qualities that are not readily found elsewhere in such isolation from urban centers so as not to suffer disproportionately from the interference of skyglow, fouling their views of the heavens. The isolation of the Monument further protects it in this regard, preventing the rise of circumstances that would result in significant nearby development. However, changes to management practices within the Monument itself threaten to undo the protections that exist now, and imperil efforts to extend future protections.

Finally, the Monument stands to potentially become the biggest, and arguably darkest, International Dark Sky Sanctuary in the world, if only it would take a few reasonable steps to protect what it already has.

We again urge BLM to adopt Alternative B in order to properly safeguard the integrity of the Monument’s naturally dark nighttime characteristics, providing refuge to humans, plants and animals alike, and to preserve intact a window to the night sky that is rapidly closing throughout the rest of the world.

Respectfully,

John C. Barentine, Ph.D.
Director of Public Policy
International Dark-Sky Association

---
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